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Since l99l there was the first uniform statistic for forest flre in the Federal Republic of
Germany. After the Second World War the two separate German republics had their

own statistic (Dia. la).

Number of Flres ln East Germany and West cermany ln the Perlod 1946 - 1990
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The statistic of East Germany (former GDR) started in 1946. The data for West

Germany were not available before 1957 . Since the reunification in October 1990 we

have an uniform statistic in Germany, that meets the standards of the ECE/FAO. The

major damage by forest fires occurred afler the war in the East German territory.

Although the number of fires was sometimes smaller than in West Germany the burned

area except from 1971 to 1980 was larger than in West Germany (Dia. lb).

Percentage of Olfferent Causes ln Relatlon to the Burned Area
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In this context it is important that only 28% of forest land is distributed in East

Germany. We should not count the first 5 years after the war because of the lack of

suitable personal and equipment for fighting the fire. We are referring to the period

between l95l - 1960 in East Germany where we find the biggest post war damage of

the whole Germany @ia. 1c).
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In this period the average number of 1761 fires per year were registered with an

average burned area of 3.660 hectares per year. For the first time in 1990 MISSBACH

published the real causes of the fires. For political reasons the issue was treated secretly.

During the period 1951 - 1970 the cause negligence counted 46Yo. This mounted up to

6AYo in later periods. 28Yo of fires were caused by railway traffic because the

locomotives were driven with brown coal. During the period from 1971 - 1988 the

percentage of fires caused by military training and exercises increased to 29yo. These

fires were located out of the borders of the military training areas and were hidden in the

statistics before 1990. The conflagration of the years 1975 and L976 in Lower Saxony

had a strong impact on the statistic for the period l97l - 1980 in West Germany. The

average number of fires rose to 2107 with an average burned area of 2884 ha per year.

In 1975 the average size of the burned area per fire increased to 5,15 ha. The number

and area of fires depends on the climate and ranges from 242 ha in the wet year 1985 to

a maximum of 8768 ha in the hot and dry year 1975. So the West German figures of

statistic show that the burned area of 1975 was 36 times larger than in 1985. The

importance of the climate is also represented in the average size of the burned area. In

Average Number and Burned Area of Fires in 5 respectively 1 0 Year Period
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East Germany the amounts ranged from 0,52 up to 6,93 hectares between 1946 and

1990, whereas in West German data show areas from 0,35 to 5,15 ha. (Dia. 2a).

Forest Fires In Germany
Average Area (Slze) per Flre in Hectares
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in diagram No. 2b. After the reunification the year 1992 shows a peak of burned area

with 4908 ha (Dia.3). More than 80% of these fires happened in East Germany and a

considerable number started on military training areas. This phenomenon was met by

political circumstance. In the former GDR the fire brigades were managed by fire

bosses who belonged to the police. As a result of the reunification they had to give up

their jobs. The democratically elected new fire bosses lacked the experience in frghting

big forest fires. The situation was worsened by the unadequate technical equipment of

the rural voluntary fire brigades. Only ZYo of all fires are caused by lightning, the only

natural cause in Germany. The clearing up of causes is unsatisfactory, the average

percentage of unknown causes is39Yo from l99l - 1999 (Dia.4a+4b). An improvement

can not be expected, because the police have to concentrate on a high number of other

criminal action. Negligence holds the second place with 25Yo in the period 1991 -
1999. Negligence had a higher percentage in West Germany decreasing from 50oÄ to

30% between 1961 to 1990. There is a steady increase of arson in West Germany since

1961, with an average percentage of 22Yo in the period 1991 - 1999 in the whole of

reunified Germany. The reduction of military training and the electrification of railways

especially in East Germany explain the decrease of the "other causes" to 10%. The four

most important "other causes" are the railway, public ways, agriculture and forestry.

The diagrams 5a * 5b show the monthly distribution of fires between 1995 and 1999 in

Germany. The average number and the average burned area in this period indicates two
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maxima in April and August. This supports the theses of GEIGE& WECK and

MISSBACH that most cases occur in spring and in high summer.
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